Automated analysis of proton NMR spectra from combinatorial rapid parallel synthesis using self-organizing maps.
It is now quite routine to acquire proton NMR spectra of compounds in 96-well plates prepared in a rapid parallel synthesis fashion using a flow-NMR automation setup. However, the analysis of 96 NMR spectra obtained in this manner is often laborious and painstakingly slow. We have developed a new, automated method for rapidly analyzing 96 NMR spectra of compounds synthesized in an 8 x 12 matrix using self-organizing maps (SOM). This unsupervised neural network is capable of clustering together NMR spectra containing a common pattern of -R groups and identifying outliers from within such clusters. Analysis of these outlier spectra can quickly help indicate the presence of undesired products, impurities, starting materials, and other unexpected errors in a 96-well plate synthesis by focusing the chemists' attention on the aberrant NMR spectra. Thus, SOM can be a valuable tool in performing efficient quality control on combinatorial libraries.